
 

TheCopBot Installation and Setup Guide 
 

Thank you for buying TheCopBot. You are now much closer to buying supreme for retail, 
follow these steps and you’re ready. 

 
 
How to download the bot: 
 

1. Click the link in your email 
2. Add to chrome 
3. Enter your order email and token sent to your email in the licensing page screen  
4. You are good to go! 

 
 
Setting up CopBot  
 
*Please make sure you are signed into your google account on chrome* 
 
Step. 1 Configure a custom profile 
 
Navigate to the profiles section and press ‘Create Profile’ to get started. 
 
Step. 2 Adding checkout information 
 
To add checkout info, navigate to ‘Preferences’ then the checkout tab. 
This is where you add your checkout options and shipping address. We would recommend 
adding your cards billing address as your shipping address to avoid supreme blocking the 
checkout. 
 
(Note: We do not store any of your personal information) 
 
Once you have entered your billing and shipping information and clicked “Save” proceed to 
step 2. 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Step. 3 Configuring bot preferences  
 
This is where you tune your bot to your 
specific checkout specifications. 
 
General: 
We recommend enabling all the features 
below for the best Copbot experience. 
However, you can choose to turn some of 
them off. 
 
 
Scheduling Tasks - Supreme drops at 11:00am (EU), we recommended setting the timer for 

11:00:02 to ensure supreme store has updated with all new products. When doing  
            general tests on the bot enable all other features except Scheduling Tasks. Then 

click runs tasks. USE YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER TIME ALWAYS. 
 

● Auto ATC when livet - This will automatically add the product to cart and autofill 
billing info. 

 
● Auto Checkout in Cart - This will automatically buy the item for you.  

 
● Only ATC if selected size is available - This will make sure sizes are only sizes you 

selected in ‘Sizes Tab’ 
  

● Hide Sold out Products: This will show everything that is in stock on the supreme 
store. 

 
● Disable Images loading: Enable this to speed up the supreme store on drops. 

 
● Display Restock Notifications: Enabling, everytime any item restocks you will get a 

notification, click it and you will autobuy that item. 
 

● Product monitor: Enable this to use keywords on tasks 
● Refresh delay, this is when you are running on a sold out product we recommended 

atleast 3000 ms. 



 

 
ATC/Checkout Delay 
 
We recommend the following delays to avoid bot detection. You can make the bot faster if 
you desire, but it is at your own risk. 
 
We use milliseconds so you can be precise with your chosen delays. (1 Second = 1000 
Milliseconds) 
 
Add to cart: 500/1000 Milliseconds  (500ms/1 Second(s)) 
 
This delay prevents Ghost Carts (Fake Order)  
 
Checkout: 3000/5000 Milliseconds (3/5 seconds) 
 
This delay prevents card decline & violation of terms 
 
Higher checkout delay to fully prevent any detection: 10000 
 
We suggest you play around with these settings to find your optimal preference for checkout 
speed. Using our suggested delays you will not face any bans or detection by supreme.  
 
We advise you adjust these times based on each drop, e.g for box logo or “hyped” drops 
reduce the times by 1 - 2 seconds.  
 
It may be worth trying to leave the CVV blank on CopBot’s checkout form, and fill it out 
manually while waiting for the checkout delay. 
 
 
Step. 3 Sizes 
This section allows you to choose your own custom sizes, for example if you wear a medium 
for clothes you would choose Medium to ensure you only buy medium items. For this feature 
to be enabled make sure to enable ‘Strict Size Checking’ In general. 
 
 
 
 



 

Drops  
 
For the easiest way to set up your tasks, head over to the drop and choose the latest week 
and click on the item you are after, here it will supply you with keywords, your product 
category.  
 
If you want to manually set up tasks here is how: 
 
Tasks 
 
Each task is a instruction for the Copbot to purchase one item, create multiple tasks with 
different products you want to buy.  
 
NOTE: Supreme does not allow more than one same product purchased under one billing 
address. So choose multiple different items 
 
To create a new task simply click ‘Create Task’ 
 
You will now have a form where you enter what you want, for the first box this is your 
product name.  
 
Keywords 
 
You can find these under the ‘Drops’ Tab.  
 
Manually:  
 
You want to buy a Molotov Pin  
 
Keywords: Molotov, (press enter) Pin (press enter) 
 
*Note, We do not promise to get item names/colours 100% right week, we are going off 
leaks and forums from the whole supreme community.* 
 
 
 
 



 

Product Category: 
 
Here you will see a dropdown list of all categories supreme have, just simply choose the 
category your item is in. (If you are unclear on what category your item is in, please check 
past drops for similar items, or leaks on www.supremecommunity.com)  
 
 
Product Size: 
 
The size you want to cop, if you are going for a accessory what does not have a size, 
choose size ‘Any’ or leave the size field blank. 
 
 
Action if product is not found 
 
This option allows you to either keep refreshing the supreme site for your product, if you 
launched the bot before supreme has updated their site. Or alternatively can choose to skip 
to the next product on your list.  
 
We recommend skipping to next product, as if you entered keywords wrong this could cause 
Bot to be stuck looking for a item that doesn’t exist or release, this would stop you copping 
everything on your list.  
 
 
Action if product is sold out 
 
Similar to the last step here you can choose to either auto refresh and wait for your product 
to come back into stock and auto cop. Or alternatively skip to the next item on your list. If 
you are running multiple tasks we recommend skipping to next item, but if you are only going 
for one item then choose refresh  
 
Run the task automatically if the product is restocked 
 
Enabling this, means when a product is restocked on your supreme locale the task you are 
running will auto start! 
 
 
 



 

 
Addressing the 'Supreme Automation Error' 
 
Hey guys, as some of you may have noticed supreme are trying really hard at the moment to 
stop bots, the amount of ‘Automation of Supreme’ messages are going up every week. After 
days and days of research we hope we have found some solutions: 
 
What we have seen is that supreme only turn on this detection software on their side when 
the drop is. i.e 1 hour before the drop for 2 hours, meaning during this time you can't 
checkout.  
 
Step 1 - Use a proxy, we can’t stress enough how much this will help you bypass this error, 
we have implemented proxies into our bot, all you have to do is purchase one, Just type in 
Supreme Proxy for (your region), only purchase 1 if you can as only 1 is needed.  
 
Step 2- On the bot type your credit card in block of fours. i.e (0000 0000 0000 0000) Another 
thing we realised is that when you checkout supreme by hand your credit card goes into 
blocks of fours, with bots they don’t, simply make sure on the checkout form you do it in 
blocks.  
 
Step 3 - If you can type your CCV manually. 
 
Step 4 - This is not 100% needed as we know so far (as long as you do step 1), but if you 
can try to change your card/address you are currently using.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Beating Captcha 

Please find some general tips to avoid the appearance of captcha below, keep in 
mind these are in no way guaranteed to completely "remove" it - they will however 
help you reduce the chances of it occurring. 

Login to your personal Gmail account - Because reCaptcha is run by Google, logging 
into your personal Gmail account will help you reduce the chances of it occurring. 

Store an active reCaptcha cookies prior to drop - Because reCaptcha stores a two 
minute cookie each time it's solved, we recommend you head to this website and 
attempt to login with dummy info. If it prompts you to solve a captcha, simply solve 
it. If it doesn't, you likely will not receive it on Supreme either. Make sure to do this 
2-3 minutes prior to drop. 

Do not use Incognito Mode - Using Chrome on "Incognito" mode or a private browser 
significantly increases your chances of getting captcha, this, it's recommended you 
use your personal account when attempting to purchase from Supreme. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://login.wordpress.org/register


 

TROUBLESHOOTING: 
 
Here are the most common errors which may occur and how you can resolve them.  
 
Error’s:  
 
Card cannot be processed/ Terms and Conditions  
 
Recommended Fix: 

- Make sure your billing and shipping address are the same as the address on your 
card.  

(Supreme does not accept a shipping address which is not the billing address on your card) 
 
 
Card Declined 
 
A Card decline error has is not due to the bot, it is due to a error with your card/IP. If your 
card is declined it is probably due to the following. 
 
-Your bank has declined the transaction 
-Your bank account does not have sufficient funds 
-Supreme does not accept your card 
-Your checkout information is blacklisted from Supreme 
-Your order was a ghost cart due to you using a delay which was too low 
-Your IP is banned from Supreme 
-PRODUCT IS SOLD OUT. 
 
Recommended Fix: 
-Use a Proxy (New IP address) 
-Try using a different card and a different address 
-Change your name by 1+ character e.g John > Jonathan  
-Try a different computer 

 
Multiple orders of the same item is against Supreme's Policy. Your order may be 
cancelled - use at your own risk! 
 
 



 

The keyword finder is an option you have, if you do not want to use it, please feel free to 
enable all settings required and simply click on the item you would like to checkout manually 
during drop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer 
 
We can not be held responsible for any accidental purchases, so please make sure that 
whenever you're using the bot, you use it responsibly.  
 
In the event that Supreme updates their website, you can rest assured that we'll push out an 
update to our users as soon as possible! 
 
Always triple check your information, as any mistakes during the checkout process can lead 
you to losing out on your item. 
 
 
 
Any further queries or questions please email us at support@thecopbot.com 


